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Abstract

A state transformation semantics and a predicate transformer semantics for programs built from atomic actions�

sequential composition� nondeterministic choice� parallel composition� atomisation� and recursion are presented�

Both semantic models are derived from some SOS�style labelled transition system� The state transformation

semantics and the predicate transformer semantics are shown to be isomorphic extending results of Plotkin and
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Introduction

In �Dij���� Dijkstra introduces a predicate transformer semantics� which is called the weakest precon�
dition semantics� to deal with partial correctness of sequential programs� The relation between this
predicate transformer semantics and a state transformation semantics is considered by De Roever in
�Roe���� In �Bak���� De Bakker shows that there is a homomorphism from the state transformation
semantics to the predicate transformer semantics� Plotkin shows� in �Plo�	�� that by re
ning the
de
nitions this homomorphism can be strengthened to an isomorphism�

Predicate transformer semantics for partial correctness of parallel programs are studied by Van
Lamsweerde and Sintzo� �LS�	�� Haase �Haa��� Flon and Suzuki �FS��� Elrad and Francez �EF����
Best �Bes��� Bes�	�� and Schole
eld and Zedan �SZ	��� In �Bes�	�� a predicate transformer semantics
and a state transformation semantics are related� However� only parallel programs without recursion
are considered�

In this paper� we present a state transformation semantics and a predicate transformer semantics for
parallel programs built from atomic actions� sequential composition� nondeterministic choice� parallel
composition� atomisation �atomicity being a key notion in reasoning about parallel programs� see� e�g��
�LL	���� and recursion� �In order to introduce recursion we will consider a program to be a statement
and a declaration� The statement is built from atomic actions� procedure variables� and the operators
mentioned above� and the declaration assigns to the procedure variables their corresponding bodies�
which are again statements� In general� we will 
x the declaration part of a program and only consider
the statement part�� These semantics are shown to be isomorphic� Although several results of �Plo�	�
are exploited in our paper� for parallel programs the isomorphism result cannot be obtained simply
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along the lines of �Plo�	�� because the parallel composition is not compositional with respect to the
�state transformation and predicate transformer� semantics de
ned in �Plo�	�� The standard example
to show that compositionality is lost when introducing parallel composition is that the programs

x �� � and x ��  � x �� x� 

are semantically equivalent� but

x �� � k x �� � and �x ��  � x �� x� � k x �� �

are not �see� e�g�� �Mil	����

The state transformation semantics and the predicate transformer semantics to be presented are
mappings from statements to state transformations and predicate transformers� respectively� Before
we come to these semantics� we 
rst discus the state transformations and the predicate transformers
and their relationship�

To model a statement we can use a state transformation assigning to an arbitrary �initial� state
the result of the statement started in the state� If the statement �always� terminates� then the
result is described by a set of �possible 
nal� states� �Note that we need sets of states to model
nondeterminism�� Otherwise� i�e� if the statement might not terminate� the result is modelled by a
special element� For the time being� the set of state transformations can be viewed as

�� �� �� �P ��� � f��g��

with �� being the above mentioned special element�

A statement can also be modelled by a predicate transformer� A predicate transformer transforms
a predicate valid after the execution of a statement to a predicate valid before the execution of the
statement� �Note the order reversal when we go from state transformations to predicate transformers in
that a state transformation maps an initial state to a set of 
nal states whereas a predicate transformer
maps a �
nal� predicate to an �initial� predicate�� To model predicates we employ sets of states� �Taking
P ��� as the set of predicates is the so�called extensional view� We could also have taken the so�called
intensional view by describing the set of predicates by �� ftrue� falseg as is done in� e�g�� �Bak�����
Predicate transformers will look like

�� ��P ���� P ����

With each state transformation � we can associate a predicate transformer � ��� de
ned by

� ��� � �S � f� � � j � ��� � S g�

The set � ����S� is called the weakest precondition of S relative to � �cf� �Roe����� By re
ning the
above de
nitions of state transformations and predicate transformers and by endowing them with
orders� complete partial orders of state transformations and predicate transformers can be obtained�
These complete partial orders can be shown to be isomorphic �by means of a modi
cation of � and
its inverse�� These re
nements and endowments with orders can be done in various ways� Here� we
will follow �Plo�	�� Other isomorphism results of state transformations and predicate transformers are
presented by Wand �Wan���� Majster�Cederbaum �MC���� Best �Bes���� Smyth �Smy��� Smy	��� Apt
and Plotkin �AP���� and Bonsangue and Kok �BK	�� BK	��� For an overview of these isomorphism
results we refer the reader to �BK	���
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Having discussed the state transformations and the predicate transformers� we now come to the
state transformation and predicate transformer semantics� Both semantic models are so�called oper�
ational semantics de
ned by means of a labelled transition system �cf� �Plo�� Plo����� Let us 
rst
discus the state transformation semantics� The labels of the labelled transition system de
ning the
state transformation semantics are state transformations� To deal with recursion� we employ pairs of
statements and natural numbers as con
gurations of the labelled transition system� A con
guration
�s� n� denotes that statement s has to be executed with recursion restricted to at most depth n� By
means of the labelled transition system we de
ne an �intermediate� state transformation semantics
O�

st mapping a con
guration to a state transformation� This state transformation is obtained by
composing the labels of the transition sequences starting from the con
guration� The state transfor�
mation semantics Ost maps statements to state transformations� For statement s� Ost �s� is de
ned
as the least upper bound �in the complete partial order of state transformations� of the O�

st �s� n��s�
The predicate transformer semantics Opt is de
ned similar to the state transformation semantics Ost �
In this case� the labels of the labelled transition system are predicate transformers� These two step
de
nitions are choosen to smoothen the proof of the theorem establishing the isomorphism of the state
transformation semantics and the predicate transformer semantics�

The main result of this paper is the relation of the state transformation semantics Ost and the
predicate transformer semantics Opt � We will show that these semantics are isomorphic� A problem in
the proof of this theorem is that the state transformation semantics Ost and the predicate transformer
semanticsOpt are not compositional� As an intermediate tool� compositional semantics Cst and Cpt are
introduced� The semantics Cst and Cpt are de
ned by means of the labelled transition systems de
ning
the semantics O�

st and O�
pt � respectively� This time� the semantics assign to a con
guration a set of

sequences of state transformations and predicate transformers �cf� �Coo����� To a con
guration the
set of label sequences corresponding to the set of transition sequences starting from the con
guration
is assigned� Using sets of sequences of state transformations and predicate transformers instead of
state transformations and predicate transformers gives rise to compositional semantics as we will see�
We prove that the compositional semantics Cst and Cpt are isomorphic� For this purpose� we use the
already mentioned result of �Plo�	� that a complete partial order of state transformations �ST � and a
complete partial order of predicate transformers �PT � are isomorphic� � � ST �� PT � From this result�
we can easily derive that the sets of �nonempty and 
nite� sets of �nonempty and 
nite� sequences of
state transformations and predicate transformers are isomorphic� � � Pnf �ST

�� �� Pnf �PT
��� Based

on this� the compositional semantics Cst and Cpt are shown to be isomorphic� This proof shows some
resemblance with the isomorphism proof in �Bes�	��

Conf

�

Pnf �ST
�� Pnf �PT

��

Cst

��������������

Cpt

������������
��

�
oo���������������� ��

From this isomorphism result we will derive the isomorphism of Ost and Opt as follows� We introduce
abstraction operators absst and abspt � These operators map sets of sequences of state transformations
and predicate transformers to state transformations and predicate transformers� respectively� The
sets of sequences will be composed as in the de
nitions of the intermediate semantics O�

st and O�
pt �
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First� we relate the isomorphisms � and � by means of the abstraction operators�

Pnf �ST
�� Pnf �PT

��

�

ST PT

�oo��������������

absst

������������
��

abspt

������������
��

�
oo���������������������

Second� we relate the compositional semantics with the intermediate semantics�

Pnf �ST
�� Pnf �PT

��

� Conf �

ST PT

absst

�������������
��

abspt

�������������
��

Cst

iiRRRRRRRRRRRRR

Cpt

lll
lll

lll
lll

l��

O
�

st
uukkk

kkk
kkk

kkk
kkk

O
�

pt

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ��

By combining the above results� we 
nally show that the state transformation semantics Ost and the
predicate transformer semantics Opt are isomorphic�

Stat

�

ST PT

Ost

��������������

Opt

������������
��

�
oo�����������������

In the 
rst section of this paper� some results of �Plo�	� are repeated� A complete partial order of
state transformations and a complete partial order of predicate transformers� which are isomorphic� are
introduced� In the second section� the state transformation semantics and the predicate transformer
semantics are presented� The paper concludes with the theorem establishing the isomorphism of
these semantics� The theorem extends the isomorphism results of �Plo�	� and �Bes�	� by going from
sequential programs to parallel programs and by adding recursion� respectively�
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�� State transformations and predicate transformers

In this section� some results of �Plo�	� are repeated� A complete partial order of state transformations
and a complete partial order of predicate transformers are introduced and shown to be isomorphic�
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��� State transformations

First� we de
ne a complete partial order of state transformations �cf� De
nitions ��� ���� and ��� of
�Plo�	��� We postulate a denumerable set �� �� � of states �cf� page �� of �Wan��� and page ��	 of
�Plo�	��� State transformations are de
ned as mappings from � to the so�called Smyth power domain
��Smy���� of � in

Definition ��� The partial order �� �� ST of state transformations is the set

�� PS �����

where

PS ���� � fS � � j S is nonempty and 
nite g � f��g

and �� denotes the disjoint union of � and f	g� This set is ordered by � v �� if

for all � � �� � ��� 
 �� ����

Property ��� ST is a complete partial order�

Proof See Proposition ��� of �Plo�	�� ut

Composition and union of state transformations are de
ned in

Definition ��� The mapping � � ST � ST � ST is de
ned by

� � �� � �� �

� S
f�� ���� j �� � � ��� g if � ��� � ��

�� otherwise

and the mapping � � ST � ST � ST is de
ned by

� � �� � �� � � ��� � �� ����

Note that the state transformation � � �� is the result of performing state transformation �� after
state transformation �� The de
nition of the composition is similar to the de
nition of Comp at
page ��� of �Plo�	�� The de
nition of the union is similar to the de
nition of u at page ��� of
�Plo�	�� We will use the composition and union of state transformations to compose the labels� i�e�
state transformations� of transition sequences of the labelled transition system in the de
nition of the
�intermediate� state transformation semantics�

Property ��� The mappings � and � are strict in both arguments�

Proof Trivial� ut

The strictness of composition and union will be applied in the well�de
nedness proof of the state
transformation semantics�
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��� Predicate transformers

Second� we de
ne a complete partial order of predicate transformers �cf� page ��� of �Plo�	���

Definition ��� The partial order �� ��PT of predicate transformers is the set

f� � P ���� P ��� j � is strict� continuous� and multiplicativeg�

where � is called multiplicative if

for all S� S� � P ���� � �S � S�� � � �S� � � �S���

This set is ordered by � v �� if

for all S � P ���� � �S� � �� �S��

Property ��� PT is a complete partial order�

Proof See Proposition ��� of �Plo�	�� ut

For predicate transformers� composition and intersection are de
ned in

Definition ��	 The mapping � � PT � PT � PT is de
ned by

� � �� � �S � �� �� �S��

and the mapping � � PT � PT � PT is de
ned by

� � �� � �S � � �S� � �� �S��

The predicate transformer � ��� is the result of performing predicate transformer �� after predicate
transformer �� The de
nition of the composition is the �reversed� version of Comp at page ��� of
�Plo�	�� i�e� � � �� � Comp ��� ���� The de
nition of the intersection is similar to the de
nition of
u at page ��� of �Plo�	�� The composition and intersection of state transformations will be used
to compose the labels� i�e� predicate transformers� of transition sequences of the labelled transition
system in the de
nition of the �intermediate� predicate transformer semantics�

Property ��
 The mappings � and � are strict in both arguments�

Proof Trivial� ut

The strictness of composition and intersection will be exploited in the well�de
nedness proof of the
predicate transformer semantics�

��� Isomorphism theorem

Third� we show ST and PT to be isomorphic� To de
ne the isomorphism the following stability lemma
�this term originates from the term stable function which has been introduced in �Ber���� is proved�

Lemma ��� Let � � P ��� � P ���� Then � � PT if and only if whenever � � � ��� there exists a
nonempty and �nite set min ��� �� satisfying
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for all S � P ���� � � � �S�� min ��� �� � S�

Proof See Lemma ��� of �Plo�	�� ut

The isomorphism � and its inverse ��� are de
ned as follows �cf� De
nition ��� of �Plo�	���

Definition ���� The mapping � � ST � PT is de
ned by

� ��� � �S � f� � � j � ��� � S g

and the mapping ��� � PT � ST is de
ned by

��� ��� � �� �

�
min ��� �� if � � � ���
�� otherwise

Theorem ���� The mapping � � ST �� PT is an isomorphism of complete partial orders�

Proof See Theorem ��	 of �Plo�	�� ut

The predicate transformer corresponding to the composition of the state transformations � and ��

is the composition of the predicate transformers corresponding to the state transformations �� and �

�order reversal�� The predicate transformer corresponding to the union of the state transformations
� and �� is the intersection of the predicate transformers corresponding to the state transformations
� and ���

Property ���� For all � and ���

� �� � ��� � � ���� � � ���
� �� � ��� � � ��� � � ����

Proof See Lemmas ��� and �� of �Plo�	�� ut

The proof that the state transformation semantics and the predicate transformer semantics are
isomorphic� will be based on these properties�

�� State transformation semantics and predicate transformer semantics

In this section� we present the state transformation semantics and the predicate transformer semantics�
After we have introduced these semantic models� we head for the main theorem of this paper� In this
theorem� we show that the semantics are isomorphic�

The parallel programs are built from atomic actions a� sequential composition �� nondeterministic
choice �� parallel composition k� atomisation � �� and procedure variables x�

Definition ��� The class �s ��Stat of statements is de
ned by

s ��� a j s � s j s� s j s k s j �s� j x

and the class �d ��Decl of declarations is de
ned by

Decl � PVar � Stat
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and the class �p ��Prog of programs is de
ned by

Prog � Decl � Stat �

In the sequel� we 
x the declaration part of a program and only consider the statement part�

��� State transformation semantics

First� we present the state transformation semantics� The semantics is de
ned by means of a labelled
transition system� In the labelled transition system� we employ con
gurations �s� n� in Stat�IN � The
natural number n in the con
guration �s� n� denotes the maximal depth of recursion which is allowed
during the execution of statement s� The use of such con
gurations will facilitate the subsequent proof
that the state transformation semantics and the predicate transformer semantics are isomorphic� The
con
gurations of the labelled transition system are de
ned in

Definition ��� The class �c ��Conf of con�gurations is de
ned by

c ��� �s� n� j c � c j c� c j c k c j �c��

Furthermore� the empty statement e� which denotes termination� is used as con
guration of the
labelled transition system� The labels of the labelled transition system are state transformations� We
presuppose a mapping ST assigning to each atomic action a state transformation� For an atomic
action a and a state �� ST �a���� is the singleton set consisting of the state after the execution of a
started in �� The transition relation of the labelled transition system is de
ned in

Definition ��� The transition relation � is the smallest subset of

�Conf � feg� � ST � �Conf � feg�

satisfying

� �a� n�
ST �a�
������ e � �x� ��

�����
������ e

�
�s�� n� � �s�� n�

�
�� e j c

�s� � s�� n�
�
�� e j c

�
�s�� n� � �s�� n�

�
�� e j c

�s� � s�� n�
�
�� e j c

�
�s�� n� k �s�� n�

�
�� e j c

�s� k s�� n�
�
�� e j c

�
��s� n��

�
�� e j c

��s�� n�
�
�� e j c

�
�d �x�� n�

�
�� e j c

�x� n� �
�
�� e j c

�
c�

�
�� e j c��

c� � c�
�
�� c� j c

�
� � c�

�

c�
�
�� e j c��

c� � c�
�
�� e j c��

c� � c�
�
�� e j c��

�

c�
�
�� e j c��

c� k c�
�
�� c� j c

�
� k c�

c� k c�
�
�� c� j c� k c��
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�
c

��
�� c�

��
�� � � �

�k��
���� e

�c�
��������k��

������������ e

In the con
guration �x� �� only recursion at depth �� i�e� no recursion� is allowed� Consequently�
the procedure variable x cannot be replaced by its declaration d �x�� In this case� �x� �� can only do
a �� ����step� which denotes nontermination �see Introduction�� In the con
guration �x� n� �� the
procedure variable x can be replaced by its declaration d �x�� However� in d �x� only recursion at
depth at most n is allowed�

Although the parallel composition 
ts in the framework described above� for example� the condi�
tional statement does not 
t in this framework� because the obvious transition rule

�
c�

�
�� e j c��

if b then c� else c�
��

�� e j c��

where �� � �� �

�
� ��� if b is true in state �
� if b is false in state �

gives rise to a label �� which is in general not a state transformation� since �� may map a state to the
empty set �see Conclusion��

Instead of state transformations as labels� we could also have used pairs of states �cf� �BKPR	���
By changing the de
nitions of the transition relation and the state transformation semantics to be
introduced below� an equivalent state transformation semantics can be obtained�

By means of the labelled transition system� the �intermediate� state transformation semantics O�
st

is de
ned� This state transformation semantics maps a con
guration to a state transformation� This
state transformation is obtained by composing the labels� i�e� state transformations� of the transition
sequences starting from the con
guration by means of composition and �
nite� union�

Definition ��� The �intermediate� state transformation semantics O�
st � Conf � ST is de
ned by

O�
st �c� �

�
f�� � � � � � �k�� j c

��
�� c�

��
�� � � �

�k��
���� e g�

To prove the well�de
nedness of the state transformation semanticsO�
st � i�e� showing that composing

the labels gives rise to a state transformation� we introduce a complexity measure�

Definition ��� The complexity measure cm � �Conf � feg�� IN is de
ned by

cm �a� n� � 
cm �s� � s�� n� � cm �s�� n� � cm �s�� n� � 
cm �s� � s�� n� � cm �s�� n� � cm �s�� n� � 
cm �s� k s�� n� � cm �s�� n� � cm �s�� n� � 
cm ��s�� n� � cm �s� n� � �

cm �x� n� �

�
 if n � �
cm �d �x�� n� � otherwise

cm �c� � c�� � cm �c�� � cm �c��
cm �c� � c�� � cm �c�� � cm �c��
cm �c� k c�� � cm �c�� � cm �c��
cm ��c�� � cm �c� � 
cm �e� � �
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The complexity measure can be shown to be well�de
ned as follows� First� for all s and n� the well�
de
nedness of cm �s� n� is proved by induction on n and structural induction on s� Second� for all c�
cm �c� is demonstrated to be well�de
ned by structural induction on c� The complexity measure is such
that if there is a transition from con
guration c to con
guration �c �including the empty statement��
then the complexity of c is greater �with respect to the lexicographic order� than that of �c� as is shown
in

Property ��� For all c and �c� if c
�
�� �c for some �� then cm �c� 	 cm ��c��

Proof This property can be proved by induction on the complexity of con
guration c� ut

The labelled transition system is 
nitely branching� as is shown in

Property ��	 For all c� the set f ��� �c� j c
�
�� �c g is nonempty and �nite�

Proof The property is proved by induction on the complexity of con
guration c� We only consider
the case c � �c��� According to the de
nition of the transition relation�

f ��� �c� j �c��
�
�� �c g � f ��� � � � � � �k��� e� j c

�
��
�� c�

��
�� � � �

�k��
���� e g� ����

Consider the tree of which the nodes are labelled with con
gurations and the root is labelled with c��
The branches of the tree are labelled with state transformations� and there exists a branch from �c to

�c� labelled with � if and only if �c
�
�� �c�� The paths of this tree correspond to the transition sequences

started from con
guration c�� Because IN is well�founded and by Property ���� all transition sequences
are 
nite� i�e� all paths in the tree are 
nite� By induction� the tree is 
nitely branching� By K�onig�s
lemma ��K�on����� the tree has only a 
nite number of paths� Consequently� the set ���� is 
nite�
Obviously� ���� is a nonempty set� ut

The well�de
nedness of the state transformation semantics O�
st is concluded from the above two

properties in

Property ��
 O�
st is well�de�ned�

Proof By Property ���� each transition sequence is nonempty� By Property ���� all transition
sequences are 
nite� Similar to the proof of Property ���� the nonemptiness and 
niteness of the
set of transition sequences started in a 
xed con
guration can be proved� Because composition of a
nonempty and 
nite sequence of state transformations gives rise to a state transformation and union
of a nonempty and 
nite set of state transformations gives rise to a state transformation� O�

st assigns
to each con
guration a state transformation� ut

By means of the above de
ned state transformation semantics O�
st � the state transformation seman�

tics Ost � which maps statements to state transformations� is de
ned�

Definition ��� The state transformation semantics Ost � Stat � ST is de
ned by

Ost �s� �
G
n

O�
st �s� n��

Remark ���� The above de
nition shows some similarities with the approximation theorem in the
labelled ��calculus� i�e�
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��M �� �
�
f ��L�� j L � � �M� g�

with � �M� the set of so�called ��approximants of the term M � as is found in �Hyl����

The least upper bound
F

in De
nition ��	 exists� because ST is a complete partial order �Prop�
erty ���� and �O�

st �s� n��n is an increasing chain as is shown in

Property ���� For all n� O�
st �s� n� v O�

st �s� n� ��

Proof If there exists a transition sequence �s� n�
��
�� c�

��
�� � � �

�k��
���� e with �j � �� � ��

for some j� then O�
st �s� n� � �� � ��� since � and � are strict �Property ���� Consequently�

O�
st �s� n� v O�

st �s� n� �� Otherwise� O�
st �s� n� � O�

st �s� n� �� ut

��� Predicate transformer semantics

Second� we present the predicate transformer semantics� Also this semantics is de
ned by means of a
labelled transition system� The con
gurations of the labelled transition system are de
ned as in the
previous subsection� The labels of the labelled transition system are predicate transformers� With
each atomic action a� a predicate transformer PT �a� is associated� by de
ning PT �a� � � �ST �a���
The transition relation of the labelled transition system is de
ned in

Definition ���� The transition relation � is the smallest subset of

�Conf � feg� � PT � �Conf � feg�

satisfying
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The main di�erence with the transition relation de
ned in the previous subsection is the transition
rule for the sequential composition� The con
guration c� � c� can do a ��step if and only if c� can do a
��step �order reversal�� Furthermore� the axioms for atomic actions and procedure variables and the
rule for atomisation exhibit the natural di�erences in that

� for the atomic action a we use the label PT �a� instead of ST �a��

� for the con
guration �x� �� we employ the label �S � � instead of �� � �� �note that
� ��� � ��� � �S � ��� and

� in the rule for atomisation we apply the composition � on predicate transformers instead of state
transformations�

By means of the labelled transition system� the �intermediate� predicate transformer semantics O�
pt

is de
ned� This predicate transformer semantics maps a con
guration to a predicate transformer�
This predicate transformer is obtained by composing the labels� i�e� predicate transformers� of the
transition sequences starting from the con
guration by means of composition and �
nite� intersection�

Definition ���� The �intermediate� predicate transformer semantics O�
pt � Conf � PT is de
ned

by

O�
pt �c� �

�
f�� � � � � � �k�� j c

��
�� c�

��
�� � � �

�k��
���� e g�

The well�de
nedness of the predicate transformer semantics O�
pt can be proved along the lines of

the well�de
nedness proof of the state transformation semantics O�
st in the previous subsection�

Remark ���� The above de
nition shows some similarities with the de
nition of the weakest invari�
ant in terms of the weakest liberal precondition� i�e�

win ���Q� �
�
����

wlp ���Q��

as at page ��� of �Lam	���

By means of the above de
ned predicate transformer semantics O�
pt � the predicate transformer

semantics Opt � which maps statements to predicate transformers� is de
ned�

Definition ���� The predicate transformer semantics Opt � Stat � PT is de
ned by

Opt �s� �
G
n

O�
pt �s� n��




� State transformation semantics and predicate transformer semantics ��

��� Isomorphism theorem

Third� we prove the main theorem of our paper establishing the state transformation semanticsOst and
the predicate transformer semantics Opt being isomorphic� As already mentioned in the introduction�
a problem in the proof of this theorem is that the semantics Ost and Opt are not compositional� As
an intermediate tool� we introduce the semantics Cst and Cpt � These semantics will turn out to be
compositional� The compositionality of these semantic models will facilitate the subsequent proof that
they are isomorphic� From this isomorphism result we will obtain the isomorphism of Ost and Opt �

The semantics Cst and Cpt are de
ned by means of the labelled transition systems de
ning the
intermediate semantics O�

st and O�
st � respectively� They map a con
guration to a set of sequences of

state transformations and predicate transformers� To each con
guration the set of label sequences
corresponding to the transition sequences starting from the con
guration is assigned� The sets of
nonempty and 
nite sequences of state transformations and predicate transformers are denoted by
ST� and PT�� and the sets of nonempty and 
nite subsets of these sets are denoted by Pnf �ST

��
and Pnf �PT

���

Definition ���� The semantics Cst � Conf � Pnf �ST
�� is de
ned by

Cst �c� � f�� � � ��k�� j c
��
�� c�

��
�� � � �

�k��
���� e g

and the semantics Cpt � Conf � Pnf �PT
�� is de
ned by

Cpt �c� � f�� � � ��k�� j c
��
�� c�

��
�� � � �

�k��
���� e g�

The well�de
nedness of these semantics can be proved along the lines of the well�de
nedness proofs
of the intermediate semantics O�

st and O�
pt � We now show that the above introduced semantics are

compositional by introducing for each syntactic operator a corresponding semantic operator �denoted
by the same symbol��

Definition ���	 The mapping � � Pnf �ST
��� Pnf �ST

��� Pnf �ST
�� is de
ned by

X �X � � fx � x� j x � X � x� � X � g

where

� � x� � �x�

�x � x� � ��x � x��

The mapping � � Pnf �ST
��� Pnf �ST

��� Pnf �ST
�� is de
ned by

X �X � � X �X ��

The mapping k � Pnf �ST
���Pnf �ST

��� Pnf �ST
�� is de
ned by

X kX � �
�
f x bb x� � x� bb x j x � X � x� � X � g

where

� bb x� � f�x�g
�x bb x� � ��x k x��
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The mapping � � � Pnf �ST
��� Pnf �ST

�� is de
ned by

�X� � f �x� j x � X g

where

��� � �

��x� � � � �x�

The compositionality of Cst is shown in

Property ���
 For the semantics Cst we have that

Cst �a� n� � fST �a�g
Cst �s� � s�� n� � Cst �s�� n� � Cst �s�� n�
Cst �s� � s�� n� � Cst �s�� n� � Cst �s�� n�
Cst �s� k s�� n� � Cst �s�� n� k Cst �s�� n�
Cst ��s�� n� � �Cst �s� n��
Cst �x� �� � f�� ���g
Cst �x� n� � � Cst �d �x�� n�
Cst �c� � c�� � Cst �c�� � Cst �c��
Cst �c� � c�� � Cst �c�� � Cst �c��
Cst �c� k c�� � Cst �c�� k Cst �c��
Cst ��c�� � �Cst �c��

Proof The property is proved by induction on the complexity of the con
guration� Below� the
notation

�X � f�x j x � X g
� �X � f� � x j x � X g

is used� Only a few cases are elaborated on�

� Let c � �s� k s�� n��

Cst �s� k s�� n�

� Cst ��s�� n� k �s�� n��

� Cst �s�� n� k Cst �s�� n�� �induction�

�� Let c � c� � c��

Cst�c� � c��

�
�
f� Cst �c�� j c�

�
�� e g �

�
f� Cst�c

�
� � c�� j c�

�
�� c�� g

�
�
f� Cst �c�� j c�

�
�� e g �

�
f� �Cst �c

�
�� � Cst �c��� j c�

�
�� c�� g �Property ���� induction�

� �f� j c�
�
�� e g �

�
f� Cst �c

�
�� j c�

�
�� c�� g� � Cst �c��

� Cst �c�� � Cst �c���

�� Let c � �c���

Cst ��c
���

� f�� � � � � � �k�� j c
�
��
�� c�

��
�� � � �

�k��
���� e g
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� f�� j c
�
��
�� e g �

�
f�� � Cst ��c��� j c

�
��
�� c� g

� f�� j c
�
��
�� e g �

�
f�� � �Cst �c��� j c

�
��
�� c� g �Property ���� induction�

� �f�� j c
�
��
�� e g �

�
f�� Cst �c�� j c

�
��
�� c� g�

� �Cst �c
����

ut

In order to show that Cpt is compositional� semantic operators similar to the ones introduced in
De
nition ��� can be introduced� The compositionality of Cpt is demonstrated in

Property ���� For the semantics Cpt we have that

Cpt �a� n� � fPT �a�g
Cpt �s� � s�� n� � Cpt �s�� n� � Cpt �s�� n�
Cpt �s� � s�� n� � Cpt �s�� n� � Cpt �s�� n�
Cpt �s� k s�� n� � Cpt �s�� n� k Cpt �s�� n�
Cpt ��s�� n� � �Cpt �s� n��
Cpt �x� �� � f�S � �g
Cpt �x� n� � � Cpt �d �x�� n�
Cpt �c� � c�� � Cpt �c�� � Cpt �c��
Cpt �c� � c�� � Cpt �c�� � Cpt �c��
Cpt �c� k c�� � Cpt �c�� k Cpt �c��
Cpt ��c�� � �Cpt �c��

Proof Similar to the proof of Property ���� ut

The main di�erence with the previous property is the clause for the sequential composition� The
semantics of the sequential composition of c� and c� is the sequential composition of the semantics of
c� and the semantics of c� �order reversal��

Next� we show that the compositional semantics Cst and Cpt are isomorphic� For this purpose� we

rst prove their codomains� i�e� Pnf �ST

�� and Pnf �PT
��� to be isomorphic� The isomorphism �

reverses each sequence of state transformations and applies � �cf� De
nition ��� to each state trans�
formation of the reversed sequence� Its inverse ��� reverses each sequence of predicate transformers
and applies ��� to each predicate transformer of the reversed sequence�

Definition ���� The mapping � � Pnf �ST
��� Pnf �PT

�� is de
ned by

� �X� � f� ��k��� � � �� ���� j �� � � ��k�� � X g

and the mapping ��� � Pnf �PT
��� Pnf �ST

�� is de
ned by

��� �Y � � f��� ��k��� � � ��
�� ���� j �� � � ��k�� � Y g�

Property ���� The mapping � � Pnf �ST
�� �� Pnf �PT

�� is an isomorphism of sets�

Proof Immediate consequence of Theorem �� ut
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By means of this isomorphism� we can prove the compositional semantics Cst and Cpt to be isomor�
phic�

Conf

�

Pnf �ST
�� Pnf �PT

��

Cst

��������������

Cpt

������������
��

�
oo���������������� ��

The isomorphism of Cst and Cpt is based on the following properties of the isomorphism ��

Property ���� For all X and X ��

� �X �X �� � � �X �� � � �X�
� �X �X �� � � �X� � � �X ��
� �X kX �� � � �X� k � �X ��
� ��X �� � �� �X��

Proof Only the last case is considered�

� ��X ��

� � �f�� � � � � � �k�� j �� � � ��k�� � X g�

� f� ��� � � � � � �k��� j �� � � ��k�� � X g

� f� ��k��� � � � � � � ���� j �� � � ��k�� � X g �Property ���

� �f� ��k��� � � �� ���� j �� � � ��k�� � X g�

� �� �X���

ut

Note that the ��image of the sequential composition of X andX � is the sequential composition of the
��image of X � and the ��image of X �order reversal�� For the other operators� � is a homomorphism�

Property ���� � � Cst � Cpt and ��� � Cpt � Cst �

Proof We prove the property by induction on the complexity of con
guration c� Only the case
c � c� � c� is considered�

� �Cst �c� � c���

� � �Cst �c�� � Cst�c��� �Property ����

� � �Cst �c��� � � �Cst �c��� �Property �����

� Cpt �c�� � Cpt �c�� �induction�

� Cpt �c� � c��� �Property ��	�

Furthermore�

��� �Cpt �c��

� ��� �� �Cst �c���

� Cst �c�� �Property ����

ut
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We introduce abstraction operators absst and abspt � These operators composing sets of label se�
quences as is done in the de
nitions of the intermediate semantics O�

st and O�
pt � are de
ned in

Definition ���� The mapping absst � Pnf �ST
��� ST is de
ned by

absst �X� �
�
f�� � � � � � �k�� j �� � � ��k�� � X g

and the mapping abspt � Pnf �PT
��� PT is de
ned by

abspt �Y � �
�
f�� � � � � � �k�� j �� � � ��k�� � Y g�

The isomorphisms � and � are related by means of the abstraction operators�

Pnf �ST
�� Pnf �PT

��

�

ST PT

�oo��������������

absst

������������
��

abspt

������������
��

�
oo���������������������

Property ���� � � absst � abspt � ��

Proof

� �absst �X��

� � �
�
f�� � � � � � �k�� j �� � � ��k�� � X g�

�
�
f� ��� � � � � � �k��� j �� � � ��k�� � X g �Property ���

�
�
f� ��k��� � � � � � � ���� j �� � � ��k�� � X g �Property ���

� abspt �f� ��k��� � � �� ���� j �� � � ��k�� � X g�

� abspt �� �X���

ut

The compositional semantics Cst and Cpt are related to the intermediate semantics O�
st and O

�
pt by

means of the abstraction operators�

Pnf �ST
�� Pnf �PT

��

� Conf �

ST PT

absst

�������������
��

abspt
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��

Cst

iiRRRRRRRRRRRRR

Cpt

lll
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l��
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�
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kkk

O
�

pt

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ��

Property ���� absst � Cst � O�
st and abspt � Cpt � O�

pt �

Proof Trivial� ut



�� Conclusion

Finally� we prove that the state transformation semantics Ost and the predicate transformer seman�
tics Opt are isomorphic by combining the Properties ����� ����� and �����

Stat

�

ST PT

Ost

��������������

Opt

������������
��

�
oo�����������������

Theorem ���	 � � Ost � Opt and ��� � Opt � Ost �

Proof

� �Ost �s��

� � �
G
n

O�
st �s� n��

�
G
n

� �O�
st �s� n�� �Theorem ��

�
G
n

� �absst �Cst �s� n��� �Property �����

�
G
n

abspt �� �Cst �s� n��� �Property �����

�
G
n

abspt �Cpt �s� n�� �Property �����

�
G
n

O�
pt �s� n� �Property �����

� Opt �s��

Furthermore�

��� �Opt �s��

� ��� �� �Ost �s���

� Ost �s�� �Theorem ��

ut

Conclusion

A state transformation semantics and a predicate transformer semantics for programs built from
atomic actions� sequential composition� nondeterministic choice� parallel composition� atomisation�
and recursion have been presented� These semantics were shown to be isomorphic� Although parallel
composition 
ts in the presented framework� for example� the conditional statement does not 
t in
the framework �see Section ���

In order to treat the conditional statement� we could drop the restriction to nonempty sets in
De
nition �� The modi
ed complete partial order of state transformations is isomorphic to the
complete partial order of continuous and multiplicative predicate transformers �cf� �BK	���� By means
of this isomorphismwe could extend the presented results and deal also with the conditional statement�
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The framework presented in our paper might also be amended to treat a variety of other language
constructs using the various isomorphism results mentioned in the introduction�
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